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In this paper we present a set of matrix generators for a projective re- 
presentation of the Higman-Janko-McKay Group Ja of order 50, 232, 960. 
The representation is an 18 dimensional faithful representation of the covering 
group of Ja , a triple cover. /a was first constructed by Higman and McKay 
[2] in terms of generators and relations which are shown to be sufficient to 
define the group. Here we produce a set of matrices which satisfy the relations 
modulo a central scalar matrix of order 3. The triple cover with an 18 dimen- 
sional representation was first shown to exist in [3] by local arguments. 
Cannon also showed by a coset enumeration with generators and relations 
that the covering group existed. 
The representation in 18 dimensions can be written in the biquadratic 
field Q(q/5, d-3). W e write our matrices in Q(a) thus doubling the 
dimension. The method for finding the matrix generators is exactly the same 
as in our construction of the Rudvalis Group [l]. Because this method is 
carefully explained there we do not give the details. We note that because 
the matrices satisfy the necessary relations detailed proof that the matrices 
are correct is inessential. This checking of the relations was done for us with 
a computer program of Chris Landauer at Caltech. We mention that this 
work with Js was done prior to our work with the Rudvalis Group and the 
methods we evolved here helped us greatly with its construction. Our original 
goal was to study the lattices in 36 or 72 dimensions defined by this 
representation. This work has not yet been done. 
The matrices are given in terms of five generators A, B, C, S, T to conform 
to the notation of [2]. The 36 dimensions over Q(a) are given in terms 
of R, and S, , i = 0, I,..., 14 Gi , i = 0, l,..., 5. All matrices except C are 
monomial and so we only give the permutation together with the signs. The 
matrix for C is given in several parts. 
* This work was done while the first author was visiting at Caltech. The research 
of the second author was supported in part by NSF Grant GP25664-1. 
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This base corresponds roughly to what we call the second base in [l]. 
In particular the B conjugates of A form an elementary abelian group V of 
order 16. The representation in 18 dimensions when restricted to Vis a direct 
sum of the regular representation plus a 2-dimensional fixed space. The 
corresponding non-trivial eigenspaces are given by (Ri , S,), i = 0, 1,2,..., 14. 
These spaces are permuted by the normalizer of V in 1s generated by A, B, 
S, T. The group generated by A, B, C, S is the group Hr SL(2, 16)* [2]. 
It has a fixed space generated by Gr, and &,, Gi . There are exactly 6156 
images of this space or any subspace of it. This gives a way of studying the 
permutation representation on the cosets of H and is analogous to the images 
of L* in F in [l]. This approach could be used as a method of proving the 
existence of Js much as we proved the existence of R in [l]. 
MATRICES 
The action on Si is the same as Ri , for A, B, S, T. 
RRRRRRRRRRR R R R R G,G,G,G,G,G, 0 1 * 3 4 6 8 , 8 3 *II 11 *a I3 14 
A &RIR,R,R RR R 7 RR 8 8 R R R R R G,G,G,G,G,G, 4 6 8 10 II 13 13 14 permutation 
1 1 1 -1 1 1 -1-I 1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1 coefficients 
B R1~RoR1RaRaRqR6RBR,RsRsRloR1,RlaR13 G,G,G,G,G,G, permutation 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 coefficients 
S R,R,R,R1,RIR,R,R,,R,R,R,,R,,R,R,R,, GOG4G,G,GIG5 permutation 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 coefficients 
T RoRzR1R1,RsRgR7RBR~R,,RloR1, RllR,R, GgG4G2G3GIGo permutation 
loi3i3wlw~~w lo i3 (3 0 -1 1 -1 -1 1 -1 coefficients 
&J = &?Qw3. 
C 4R,~R,+R,$R,--R,+R,+R,+R,-RR,, 
+ ss - s, - ss - &I + %I + Sl, 
+ G, - Ga 
4S,~R~-Ii,-RR,-RR,+R,,+.R,, 
+ sll + Sl + 82 + s, - hi + 43 - s, + 81, 
+ G - G 
4G,~-RR,+R,-RR,-tR,-R~,~R~, 
- Sl -I- s, - s, + s, - s,, + s,, 
+ G + G + G + G 
4G, + 4G, 
The remaining images of Ri , S, , Gi are found from the 
relation 
CBC = B-l 
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